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FROM THE CHAIRMAN
Our programme for the first quarter of 2022 has proved to be very popular with members. The
team who arrange our Programme of Concerts, Ann Archbold, Catherine Dobson and Katharine
Chasey have continued their excellent work in producing another alluring selection of concerts for
us to enjoy in the autumn, details of which you can find in the pages which follow.
The Annual General Meeting will be held on Friday 17th June at the International Student House,
1 Park Crescent, London, W1B 1SH. There is an alternative entrance at 229 Great Portland
Street, London W1W 5PN. The venue is about a one to two minute walk from either of two tube
stations: Regent’s Park (Bakerloo Line) or Great Portland Street (Circle and Metropolitan Lines).

The AGM starts at 6.30pm and will be followed by the next of the MCL Live Events series. In the
third of our Four Seasons series of recitals. Mezzo-soprano Christie Cook will perform a varied
programme accompanied by Kelvin Lim (see next page). Christie sang at our previous Four
Seasons event and it is a great pleasure to welcome her back again.

In occasional surveys of members’ interests and wishes over the years, the repeated request has
been for more live events. With lockdowns (hopefully!) relegated to history, we are planning a
series of excellent events for the second half of this year and well into 2023. These are obviously
expensive to arrange and we very much need your support in attending as many of these as
possible.

The AGM is open to members without charge and the price of the tickets for the recital is £25.
These are separate events and you are welcome to join us for either or both as you wish.

I hope to see you at the AGM and at the recital.

Michael Bousfield
mikebous@icloud.com
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COVER STORY

RHAPSODY: ROBERT MANSELL’S NEW CD
Roger Lee

This disc of 17 piano pieces composed over a period of 55 years follows three other releases of
compositions by Robert Mansell: another for piano titled Los Tangueros, a disc of vocal music
called Out of Silence and one titled Sacred Music for choir and organ. The compositions on this
disc are mostly of programme music with the delivery of their “cinematographic” scenarios aided
by the copious notes provided by Mansell in the booklet which is included with the disc.
Take the toccata in F minor (also called Los Tangueros) for example. We are told that it is
developed around the general idea of a pair of lovers dancing through the streets of Buenos Aires
and that in one section “the music calms down as they disappear into a dark corner for a brief
amorous interlude…..” Finally (and perhaps not a moment too soon before the clutching of pearls
begins!) they find themselves swept off with a great parade of dancers to an exuberant finale.
Even items whose titles (for example: “Study No.8 in B major”) suggest that they are to be heard
as absolute music come with guidance for programmatic listening. This piece depicts “a donkey
contentedly jogging along a mountain path. Gradually the path steepens until the animal becomes
weary and finally lies down to sleep.”
Whilst those who make little claim as musical analysts are amply assisted in envisaging Mansell’s
impressionistic intentions, we are also informed that the Study No.4 in B major, for example:
“begins Andante ma non troppo with a theme of simple chordal embellishment of the descending
scale. After strengthening by repetition it is first varied in an Allegretto then a piu adagio in B minor
for a brisk vivo. This builds un poco meno mosso and rhythmically increases to a jolly fortissimo
before subsiding to a forceful recapitulation of the original theme molto maestoso.” See what I
mean about “copious notes” ?
Whether or not you need to reach for your dictionary of music whilst reading the notes, (as, I
confess, I most certainly did) what matters, of course, is the experience of listening to the music
itself. I found these pieces to offer a subjectively satisfying experience, and for this I acknowledge
not just the quality of their composition, but also that of their performance by David Malusa.
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Music Club of London Programme 2022

8pm Friday 17th June
International Student House
1 Park Crescent / 229 great Portland Street
THE MUSIC CLUB OF LONDON FOUR SEASONS SERIES

SUMMER
CHRISTIE COOK
KELVIN LIM

MEZZO SOPRANO
PIANO

“Summer just opens the door and lets you out” Deb Caletti
Join The Music Club of London’s celebration of summer in an evening of songs and piano pieces.
Christie Cook sings regularly with Grange Park Opera, The Monteverdi Choir, Longborough
Festival Opera, as well as opera houses in Europe. Christie has toured extensively with The
Monteverdi Choir in Europe and America, under the baton of Sir John Eliot Gardiner.
Kelvin Lim is Postgraduate Opera Scenes Musical Director and Vocal Coach at Trinity Laban
Conservatoire. He has accompanied Sir Thomas Allen, Sir John Tomlinson and Stuart Skelton in
recital and on Radio 3 and has worked with Anthony Negus at Longborough since 2008.

Tickets: £25 available at the door
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Music Club of London Programme 2022

7.30 to 8.50pm Tuesday 5th July
St Martin in the Fields, Trafalgar Square

JENEBA KANNEH-MASON’S LONDON DEBUT RECITAL

No-one who cares about the future of classical music can have missed the buzz around the
Kanneh-Mason family. When Jeneba Kanneh-Mason made her BBC Proms debut in 2021 at
the age of 19 it was clear that we were witnessing the emergence of another truly remarkable
young artist. With this programme Jeneba will demonstrate the full range of her virtuosity.
JS Bach
Mozart
Scriabin
Coleridge Taylor
Liszt
Liszt

Prelude and Fugue in C sharp (Well-Tempered Clavier Book 1)
Sonata in D K 576
Sonata No 2 in G sharp minor
Negro Melodies
Vallee D’Obermann
Hungarian Rhapsody No 2 in C sharp minor

To watch Jeneba Kanneh-Mason playing Liszt’s Hungarian Rhapsody No 2 in C sharp minor:
Ctrl + Click: https://youtu.be/dmn9cysKFHA
Catherine Dobson (07855 988 362 catherinemd55@yahoo.co.uk) will accompany the group.
Tickets: (Seniors) £27
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Music Club of London Programme 2022

11.30am Sunday 10th July
Wigmore Hall

ANTHONY MARWOOD
JAMES CRABB

VIOLIN
CLASSICAL ACCORDION

WORKS BY BACH, KORNGOLD AND STRAVINSKY
Anthony Marwood writes: “When I was 14 years old I went to play to Emanuel ‘Manny’ Hurwitz.
This was a stroke of huge good fortune, as Manny’s vast wisdom, knowledge, kindness and
fabulous sense of humour guided me for the next four years and beyond, although later I also
studied with the marvellous David Takeno. Manny did not believe in taking a narrow path and he
encouraged me to expand my musical learning experiences in many directions. This was certainly
a reflection of his own career as a chamber musician, soloist, teacher and orchestral
concertmaster.”
To watch Anthony Marwood playing Prokofiev’s Sonata in D major for solo violin
Ctrl + Click: https://youtu.be/G1oIYR5p1Ac
James Crabb grew up surrounded by music, particularly Scottish traditional tunes. “I pestered my
parents for an accordion and they bought me one for my fourth birthday. I have been lucky with
really good teachers who have inspired me.” By the age of 16 he was beginning to reach the limits
of both the instrument and the repertoire he was playing. It was then that he was introduced to the
classical accordion, opening up the almost limitless musical possibilities he is still exploring today.
Critics internationally have praised his virtuosity and versatile musicianship. He is widely regarded
as one of the world’s leading exponents and ambassadors of his instrument.
To watch James Crabb performing Piazzola’s Libertango
Ctrl + Click: https://youtu.be/B618l21KBew
Ann Archbold (020 7625 6976, annarchbold@tiscali.co.uk) will accompany the group.
Tickets: £16 (£14 concessions) including coffee/sherry/juice.
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Music Club of London Programme 2022

7.30pm Friday 15th July
Cadogan Hall

LONDON CITY ORCHESTRA GALA CONCERT
NADINE BENJAMIN SOPRANO

Strauss
Rimsky-Korsakov
Rachmaninov

Four Last Songs
Sheherazade
Isle of the Dead

A NIGHT OF IMAGINATION, STORYTELLING AND MAGICAL MUSIC
Nadine Benjamin is a charismatic and versatile artist who is equally at home on both the operatic
stage and the concert platform, and who is renowned as an exponent of song, in particular Verdi,
Strauss, Berg and contemporary American song.
She was born in Brixton of Jamaican-Indian heritage. Leaving school at 16, she joined the Youth
Training Scheme which led to her working with a corporate finance company in the City for seven
years. Realising that she wanted to be a singer, she attended Tech Music School in London
before deciding to focus on opera. In 2021 she was appointed MBE for services to opera.
Duration: approx. 2 hours 30 mins (incl. interval)
To hear Nadine Benjamin sing Morgen from Strauss’ Four Last Songs:
Ctrl + Click: https://youtu.be/Kjh0pBPX68U

Tickets: £15
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Music Club of London Programme 2022

7pm Friday 19th August
St Martin in the Fields, Trafalgar Square

LONDON MOZART PLAYERS
A CELEBRATION OF STRINGS

The Lark Ascending is a work that many people find uplifting. Coinciding with the outbreak of
the First World War, it’s not surprising that this is such an emotive work. Its emotions were not
expressed, however, until 1920 when the single-movement piece was finally performed, in its
common pared down version for violin and piano. Ralph Vaughan Williams’ second wife
Ursula said that Williams had “made the violin become both the bird’s song and its flight”.
Strings take centre stage in this passionate programme from the London Mozart Players
which will also feature Samuel Barber’s Adagio for Strings and Edward Elgar’s Nimrod.
Catherine Dobson (07855 986 362 catherinemd55@yahoo.co.uk) will accompany the group.
Tickets (Seniors): £25.20
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Music Club of London Programme 2022

11.30am Sunday 18th September
Wigmore Hall

TRIO GASPARD

Picture: BBC

Jonian Ilias Kadesha
Vashti Hunter
Nicholas Rimmer

Violin
Cello
Piano

Works by Haydn, Shostakovitch and Smetana
Founded in 2010, Trio Gaspard are one of the most sought-after piano trios of their generation,
praised for their unique and fresh approach to the score.
Trio Gaspard will make their BBC Proms debut at 1pm on 5th September.
(See page 148 of the BBC Proms Guide.)
To watch Trio Gaspard playing Haydn’s “Gypsy” Trio:
Ctrl + Click: https://youtu.be/DHd_S_QzskE
Ann Archbold (020 7625 6976, annarchbold@tiscali.co.uk) will accompany the group.
Tickets: £16 (£14 concessions) including coffee/sherry/juice.
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Music Club of London Programme 2022

7.30pm Thursday 22nd September
Cadogan Hall

ISATA KANNEH-MASON PLAYS CLARA SCHUMANN
ROYAL PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA
CONDUCTOR: ANU TALI

The Royal Philharmonic Orchestra’s opening concert of its 2022-23 season at Cadogan Hall stars
Isata Kanneh-Mason, who plays Clara Schumann’s rich and melodious Piano Concerto in her first
performance as the Orchestra’s Artist-in-Residence.
With the hymn-like tunes and icy harmonies of Sibelius’ Symphony No. 3 providing the concert’s
centrepiece under the baton of Estonian conductor Anu Tali, the piece marks a shift from Sibelius’
heart-on-sleeve Romanticism to a starker Classical style.
Tali also conducts her compatriot Arvo Pärt’s Fratres for strings and percussion, with simple but
deeply moving lines of melody that build to a thrilling crescendo.
“Isata is a pianist who makes lines sing beautifully and virtuosic passages dance, finding intimacy
and eloquence at telling moments” (BBC Music Magazine)
Duration: approx. 1 hour 50 mins (incl. 20-minute interval)

Tickets: £26.25
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Music Club of London Programme 2022

7.30pm Thursday 29th September
Royal Festival Hall

SHEKU KANNEH-MASON: CELLO
PHILHARMONIA ORCHESTRA
CONDUCTOR: MARIN ALSOP

Haydn:
Strauss:
Ravel:

Cello Concertos 1 and 2
Don Juan
Daphnis et Chloe

22 year old Sheku Kanneh-Mason is in great demand from major orchestras and concert halls
worldwide. Winner of the 2016 BBC Young Musician Competition, he became a household name
in 2018 after performing at the wedding of the Duke and Duchess of Sussex at Windsor Castle.

Tickets: £20
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Music Club of London Programme 2022

MUSIC CLUB WALKS
10.50 for 11am Wednesday 27th July

A PICCADILLY PERAMBULATION
Meet by Lillywhites, Piccadilly Circus

Ann Archbold (020 7625 6976, annarchbold@tiscali.co.uk) will lead a walk along Piccadilly,
starting at London’s iconic meeting place, Piccadilly Circus, and ending at the equally iconic Ritz
Hotel where we will NOT be having lunch, but please indicate if you would like lunch afterwards.
Tickets: £9 Members, £10 Guests.

10.50 for 11am Wednesday 24th August
Sloane Square

Join Ann Archbold for a walk in Chelsea to hear about the many authors who lived in the area and
the characters invented by them. (020 7625 6976, annarchbold@tiscali.co.uk)
Please indicate if you would like to have lunch after the walk.
Tickets: £9 Members, £10 Guests.
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Music Club Of London Programme 2022

7.30pm Wednesday 12th October
International Students House, 229 Great Portland Street

THE LIFE OF RALPH VAUGHAN WILLIAMS
To celebrate the 150th anniversary of Vaughan Williams’ birth on 12th
October 1872 the award-winning director Tony Palmer will introduce his
deeply moving film “O Thou Transcendent” which offers a totally new
understanding of the composer and his work.

O Thou
Transcendent

“A mesmerising masterpiece”
“The reference point for decades to come”

The Observer
The Telegraph

Tony Palmer writes:
Ralph Vaughan Williams bestrode English music in the twentieth century like a colossus. Every
aspect of English musical life stood in his shadow, even if what he wrote was increasingly
preoccupied with questions of despair and death, even if those questions had been there from the
very beginning. He was a seer. A visionary. Michael Kennedy told me he didn’t believe that
Vaughan Williams would have said the outlook for mankind was hopeless, but I think he feared it
might be.
Few composers are as undervalued or as misunderstood as Vaughan Williams. To picture him, as
many photos do, as a cosy teddy bear, merely an over-inflated John Betjeman figure, is a frightful
injustice. He is a complex and disturbing artist who wrote some of the most profoundly unsettling
music of our time.
Tickets: £25 available at the door.
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7.30 on 7th, 8th, 10th June and 4pm on 12th June
Hoxton Hall, 130 Hoxton Street, Hackney, N1 6SH

A KIND MAN
A new opera by Jonathan Finney
Based on the novel by award-winning author Susan Hill
“This is going to be wonderful. I am so proud of what Jonathan has
done to transform a novel into something quite new.” – Dame Susan Hill
A Kind Man tells the story of a couple, already dealing with the grief of losing a child, who face the
prospect of further tragedy. Through a mysterious transformation, the opera leaves us with a
message of hope.
In contrast to Susan Hill’s tale of malevolence in her renowned The Woman in Black, her later novel
A Kind Man has at its centre a supernatural but benevolent undercurrent in a tale that is both tragic
and hopeful.
Finney’s music has been compared to “a confluence of 19th and 20th century music”. With many
years of singing, conducting, and arranging opera, Finney’s understanding of the genre has created
an exciting and musically sympathetic work in this, his first opera.
Gerrit Paul Groen sings Tommy Carr,
Rebecca Afonwy-Jones is his wife Eve.
With Lizzie Holmes, Nicholas Morris, Zoe South and Kieran White.
The London Concertante Orchestra is conducted by the composer.
The production is directed by Paul Higgins.

To hear a sample from the opera performed by Rebecca Afonwy-Jones and Simon Grange:
Ctrl + Click on: https://youtu.be/fgseeoiKdQA

Hoxton Hall Box Office: 020 7684 0060

www.hoxtonhall.co.uk/event/a-kind-man
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GRIMEBORN FESTIVAL RING SAGA
SIEGFRIED AND GÖTTERDÄMMERUNG AT THE HACKNEY EMPIRE
Siegfried at 3.30pm and Götterdämmerung at 7.30pm, both on August 6th and 7th

The Grimeborn Festival concludes its Ring Saga with performances of Siegfried and
Götterdämmerung in the innovative reduction of the Ring Cycle by Graham Vick and Jonathan
Dove, which was last performed in London by the City of Birmingham Touring Opera in the 1990s.
This follows the extraordinary success of Das Rheingold at the Arcola Theatre in 2019 and Die
Walküre at the Hackney Empire last year. Both productions were widely lauded in the national
press and were nominated for OFFIES (Off West End Theatre Awards), with Mark Stone scooping
the award for Best Male Performer in an opera for his portrayal of Wotan in Die Walküre.
The impressive cast includes some experienced British Wagnerians as well as some younger
singers making their debuts in Wagner roles.
Siegfried
Mime
Siegfried
Wanderer
Alberich
Fafner
Woodbird
Erda
Brünnhilde

Götterdämmerung
Brünnhilde Lee Bisset
Siegfried
Mark le Brocq
Gunther
Simon Thorpe
Hagen
Simon Wilding
Gutrune
Lucy Anderson
Waltraute
Angharad Lyddon
Alberich
Freddie Tong
Woglinde
Lizzie Holmes
Wellgunde Bethan Langford
Flosshilde Katie Stevenson

Colin Judson
Neal Cooper
Paul Carey Jones
Freddie Tong
Simon Wilding
Elizabeth Karani
Katie Stevenson
Lee Bisset

The production is directed by Julia Burbach.
The Orpheus Sinfonia will be conducted by Peter Selwyn. (See: page 26)
“Slimmed and trimmed but just as exhilarating” Barry Millington, Evening Standard
Booking details:
https://hackneyempire.co.uk/whats-on/arcola-theatre-siegfried/
https://hackneyempire.co.uk/whats-on/arcola-theatre-gotterdammerung/
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A FORZA DEL DESTINO FOR OUR TIMES
Regents Opera, St John's Church, Fulham, 16th + 19th February and 6th March 2022
Katie Barnes
Regents Opera, formerly Fulham Opera, has a long-established tradition of tackling the very
grandest and most spectacular examples of the genre using the very slenderest means. So when
staging one last show at their birthplace, St John's Church Fulham, before decamping to the
Grand Temple of the Freemasons Hall for their forthcoming Ring cycle, it is only natural that they
should turn their attentions to La Forza del Destino, the most sprawling and dramatically diverse of
Verdi's later masterpieces, which has defeated major opera houses before now.
RO's great speciality is in presenting superbly theatrical, thought-provoking productions on a shred
of a shoestring budget. I have often thought that it is the challenge of having to produce great work
on so little which keeps their work so fresh, and this one is no exception. Rory Fazan’s production,
set in the main body of the church, backed by the orchestra and framed on three sides by the
audience, gave us a Forza for our era, even more apt and prescient than one could have
expected. At the start of the short run, no-one could have predicted how the world would have
been turned upside down by its end. The hideous war raging in the Ukraine, and the increasingly
desperate plight of civilians and refugees, meant that Preziosilla's glorification of war sounded
more ghastly and hollow than ever before.
This was Forza in a time of plague. The action was haunted by figures in Hazmat suits, the air was
heavy with disease-ridden mists, and disinfectant sprays and hand sanitisers featured prominently.
In the first scene, the Hazmats were ghostly figures who moved the hapless characters around like
puppets, and one of them seized Alvaro’s gun to mime the fatal shooting of the Marchese.
Leonora received an injection (against Covid?) and donned a Hazmat suit before departing to her
hermitage. In the last scene the Hazmats stood motionless in the acting area to form a forest
through which Leonora wandered in despair. After her offstage stabbing they cleared away to
leave a void across which the dying Leonora crawled in desperate but futile efforts to reach Alvaro.
Padre Guardiano, Melitone and, eventually, Alvaro were doctors, and in the last act Padre
Guardiano dispensed Covid jabs to the poor while Melitone ran the soup kitchen.
The production was an acute observation of three deeply troubled people and their effect upon
those around them. All their troubles stem from a single, fateful act in the first scene, yet this
staging showed the inevitability of their tragedy and how their lives had already been blighted
before the opera began. The Marchese was a selfish, possessive, creepy manipulator who had
made it impossible for either of his children to imagine a life beyond their father’s influence,
infantilising his adult daughter to the extent that she was mentally and emotionally incapable of
making the most important decision of her life. His hold upon his son manifested itself in an
obsession with revenge. Alvaro might have saved them both, Leonora through love and Carlo
through friendship, but destiny destroyed them all.
The broader-brush scenes in the inn and camp were sharply observed and inventively staged with
huge energy and brio. Preziosilla was a glamorous, hardened army recruiter, obsessed with photo
opportunities and texting. For all her promotion of war, her only visible weapon was a selfie stick.
In Act II she was backed by a Union Jack-waving crowd, with the Alcade unsubtly kitted out as an
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Uncle Boris with Churchillian aspirations. In Act III, Alvaro and Carlo had joined the Green Berets.
In a stroke of directorial inspiration, the surgeon's description of the battle was narrated via field
telephone over a plotting table. The camp was filled with female as well as male soldiers, but
Preziosilla's outfit, although alluring, was sufficiently impractical to make it clear that the recruiter
was not a fighter - perhaps a celebrity entertainer brought in to raise morale, as she led the chorus
in a dance routine, something I never thought I would see in the small space of St John's.
The sheer quality of the show fairly burst out of the small venue. It is hard to believe that Ben
Woodward's ingenious reduction of the score is for a mere 11 players: cannily placed in a side
aisle and making the most of the church's natural acoustic, they sounded more like fifty and made
heartbreakingly beautiful sounds. Similarly the 16-strong chorus sounded like an army. The
offstage choruses were sung from the church's vestibule with the connecting door to the church
open, and the offstage prayer during the inn scene in Act II was so exquisite that it brought tears to
my eyes. As in all the best Forzas, the contrast between the bustle of the inn’s clientele and the
sudden, reverent stillness and silence as they paused to pray with the pilgrims was one of the
most overwhelming moments in an evening full of them.
The magnificent cast, with the four leading roles double-cast, was well up to this company’s
habitual top standards. In the first cast, Catherine Woodward, soon to be RO’s Brünnhilde,
inhabited the character with alarming intensity, sang with glorious amplitude, and nailed the
audience to the floor with both Madre, pietosa Vergine and Pace, pace. In a larger venue, Howard
Hutt's voice might be on the light side for the testing role of Don Alvaro, but here it was absolutely
perfect, and his acting of this troubled character was sensitively observed. Oliver Gibbs was
absolutely terrific as Don Carlo, part troubled introvert, part swaggering, black-leathered man-ona-motorbike, a dangerous obsessive but also a lonely man deeply in need of a friend. He dug
deep into the emotions of Urna fatale, and his voice was gold. Kamilla Dunstan's brittle, ruthless
Preziosilla was as sexy of voice as of person. In the second cast, Philippa Boyle's beauty of tone
and effortless power were a revelation, and she brought a pathos-laden, childlike quality to the
character. For this Leonora, Padre Guardiano became a substitute father. Dominic J Walsh's
deeply sympathetic Alvaro brought out all the character's trauma and sang with warm, generous,
full tone. Andrew Mayor’s Carlo, outwardly bluff, inwardly tormented, was a portrayal full of fine
detail, and I have never heard him sing so well. Catherine Backhouse’s Preziosilla was as luscious
as she was scary and she sang like a troop of Valkyries. I have never seen an opera singer get
away with wearing such short shorts.
Of the singers common to both casts, Edwin Kaye’s youthful, authoritative, compassionate Padre
Guardiano was an emotional lynchpin, a still centre in a world full of wretchedness, and his singing
was almost impossibly beautiful. At one point he sang while standing right beside me, and I could
feel chills up and down my spine. I liked the production’s take on Melitone, who in a traditional
reading can become tiresome. Here, he was not a needlessly crotchety monk but a junior doctor
whose ill temper and lack of patience sprang from overwork and exhaustion. Padre Guardiano
clearly understood his plight, and their duet was sung as they sat together on the steps of the
chancel, sipping coffee while they exchanged confidences, taking a few minutes’ rest in a busy
working day. Thomas Isherwood sang sumptuously and acted with strong sympathy. This was a
Melitone who would do you a kindness and bite your head off while he did it. Gerard Delrez made
the most of the production’s strong, creepy reading of the Marchese di Calatrava and sang with his
usual gorgeous expansiveness. Young Masimba Ushe sang the Alcade with a bass of pure velvet
and a dignity which overcame his deliberately ludicrous getup as a ringer for the Prime Minister,
Rosalind O’Dowd made much of little as a forceful Curra and Robin Whitehouse elevated Trabuco
into a major role. The beauty of his singing in the Act II Prayer made my hair stand on end.
Although their new Ring will inevitably require a larger venue, I hope that Regents Opera will not
abandon St John’s altogether. It is a very special performing space and it has inspired so much
exceptional work that it will always have a place in my heart.
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A 1940s MUSICAL ROMANCE
A celebration of Ivor Novello and his contribution to British musical theatre
St Paul's Covent Garden, 6th March 2022
Katie Barnes
After two postponements, my mother's memorial concert took place on 6th March. I cannot thank
Rebecca-Louise Dale and her accompanist, Terry Saunders, enough for their determination in
overcoming all obstacles to make this event happen at last.
It was far more than a straightforward concert of Ivor Novello's music. Saunders, at the piano,
played Novello at the time he was writing his penultimate musical, King's Rhapsody, in his flat
above the theatre which now bears his name (and which is only a few minutes' walk away from St
Paul's). Dale played "The Golden Age Singer", a synthesis of the leading ladies from Novello's
musicals, who cherished a hopeless affection for him. Their dialogues and narratives placed the
music into context, both in Novello's own career and in the history of British musical theatre in his
era.
Although he is nowadays best remembered for his compositions, Novello was incredibly multitalented: a silent film star (including the title role in The Lodger, Alfred Hitchcock’s first great
success), playwright, stage actor, composer and librettist. Contrary to his depiction in Gosford
Park the only thing he could not do, was sing – he had been a noted boy soprano, but his voice
was ruined when it broke – and nearly all of his best songs were written for his leading ladies,
including Mary Ellis, who at the start of her career had created the role of Suor Genofeffa in Suor
Angelica and sang Fyodor to Chaliapin’s Boris Godunov. Dale’s beautiful voice has both the
operatic weight and the lightness of touch required to do justice to Novello’s music. She acted and
sang each piece with passion and enormous charm, and made us care about the singer’s
hopeless, unfulfilled affection for her idol.
The programme ranged from a couple of early compositions for the revue A to Z in 1921, through
the lushness of Novello’s great musicals, including the title song from Glamorous Night, which
premièred at Drury Lane in 1935; the sensuous The Violin began to play and enchanting Fly
home, little heart from King’s Rhapsody, in which he was appearing when he died in 1951; We’ll
gather lilacs, probably his best known song, from Perchance to Dream; and I can give you the
starlight and My dearest dear from The Dancing Years. From his last musical, Gay’s the Word, in
which he was clearly trying a more modern style which he was not allowed time to develop before
his passing, Dale gave enormous wit and point to An Englishman in Love and touching tenderness
to If only he’d looked my way (written for Cicely Courtenidge), while Saunders had the audience
guffawing over the A to Z number And her mother came too, written for the young Jack Buchanan,
who, coincidentally, was to replace Novello in King’s Rhapsody thirty years later.
Throughout, there was a lovely sense of recognition from those members of the audience already
familiar with Novello’s music, and a tremendous sense of discovery from those to whom it was
new. Dale’s narrative of Novello’s sudden death was deeply moving, and I had to hold back tears
when she sang the last song he wrote, Pray for me, which was played at my mother’s funeral.
Because of the Covid restrictions in force in December 2020, only four people besides myself
were able to attend the funeral, and that made it all the more special to me that so many people
came to this concert to remember her and hear Novello’s music. The diverse attendees included
Pearly Kings and Queens; members of the Music Club of London, the Gilbert & Sullivan Society
and (of course) the Ivor Novello Appreciation Bureau; opera singers, musicians and actors. I was
delighted to receive so much positive feedback, both from people who had not heard his music
before and said how much they enjoyed it, and those who, whether they knew his music or not,
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found that their enjoyment was enhanced by the presentation. I was also touched by the number
of attendees, some of them Londoners, who had never seen St Paul’s before and were delighted
to discover its multiplicity of theatrical memorials (including one to Novello), an oasis of peace
hidden at the heart of London.
My mother once told me that she did not want me to go to the trouble of organising a memorial
service for her, because she thought that nobody would be interested enough to come. If she had
only known. 108 tickets were sold, and when all expenses were deducted, and with the addition of
donations, including a retiring collection by the Pearly King and Queen of Woolwich which totalled
£141 (thank you, Clive and Kim!), the occasion realised a grand total of £634 for the Theatre
Support Fund. Thank you, so much, to all concerned.

Katie Barnes with Rebecca-Louise Dale at St Paul’s Covent Garden
(Picture by Nadine Benjamin)

A special performance of A 1940s Musical Romance
for The Music Club Of London
Rebecca-Louise Dale and Terry Saunders will give a special performance of this delightful evening
of Ivor Novello’s music for The Music Club of London at 7.30pm on Saturday 5th November in the
Gulbenkian Room at the International Students House.
Michael Bousfield writes: I was delighted when Katie Barnes very kindly invited Jacqueline and
myself to attend the Ivor Novello concert in honour of her late mother. Novello’s music was a great
favourite of my parents in the 1930s and 40s and I grew up listening not only to his music, but that
of Franz Lehar alongside recordings of Tauber, Gobbi and Caruso.
I have always found a certain mystical/magical quality in Novello’s music; a sense of joyous
harmony tinged occasionally with sadness redolent of an earlier and presumed better era.
Whether it be escapism or nostalgia, Rebecca-Louise Dale and Terry Saunders encapsulate the
lyrical magic of his music in this delightful walk through Novello’s life.
This is an evening to savour and to relish. Please don’t miss it!
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NABUCCO FOR UKRAINE
St John's Church, Fulham, 9th April 2022
Katie Barnes
As the situation in the Ukraine worsens by the day, fundraising events have proliferated. Edwin
Kaye, the magnificent young bass who recently sang Padre Guardiano for Regents Opera and
was a co-winner of last October's Robert Presley Memorial Verdi Prize, masterminded this concert
performance, which, astonishingly, was assembled in three weeks, with singers coming from as
far afield as Berlin to take part.
It was an intensely moving occasion. Principals and a chorus of over twenty were crammed into
the chancel, clad in the Ukrainian colours of blue and yellow, many sporting yellow roses in their
buttonholes. The ever-wonderful Kelvin Lim presided on the podium, and accompaniment was
provided by piano and cello in the side aisle, with Alison Holford reaching plangent heights in the
sensuous accompaniment to Tu sul labbro.
There can be few operas so appropriate for this tragic time. Nabucco is the tale of an indomitable
nation enduring conquest and exile. The frightful scenes of Act I, with news constantly filtering
through to the citizens of Jerusalem of yet another street, another building taken by the invader,
became an appalling reflection of the martyrdom of Mariupol and Kyiv as enacted daily upon our
TV screens.
In Act III, I have never heard Va pensiero sung with such deep emotion. It evoked the spirits of the
displaced millions seeking new shelters all over the world, and of those in captivity in Russia. I
cannot have been the only audience member trying to hold back tears as the final diminuendo
faded away to silence.
In the short time available, Kaye had assembled a strong cast, many of whom, like him, are
closely associated with Regents Opera, for which St John's has long been the home base. Andrew
Mayor was a moving and powerful Nabucco, outstanding in his pleas for mercy for Fenena. What
a Rigoletto he must be.
Jillian Finnamore, another co-winner of the Presley Prize, gave an all-stops-out performance as an
Abigaille whose vocal brilliance and eye-flashing defiance unsuccessfully masked a deep inner
hurt over the Princess's rejection by her adoptive father. Fenena can frequently become a passive
foil to her more flamboyant sister, but Wendy Silvester was a mettlesome opponent and sang with
marvellous warmth of tone.
Howard Hutt made bricks without straw as Ismaele, Verdi's most ungrateful tenor role, and his
voice was filled with lyrical elegance. In the first half, Kaye sounded magnificent as Zaccaria, but
after the interval illness obliged him to cede the last two acts to his cover, Gerard Delrez, whose
Wotan-sized instrument thundered the prophecy with most impressive power. Andrew Tipple was
exceptionally positive and incisive as the High Priest, Veronika Rettich soared in Anna's few lines,
and Daniel Kringer gave beautiful lyricism to Abdallo.
Kaye's aim had been to realise £2,000 for the British Red Cross for their humanitarian relief effort
in the Ukraine, through ticket sales and donations via the QR codes displayed all around the
church. By the end of the interval, over £1,950 had been raised, more followed by the end of the
evening, and the fund is still open. Well done to all concerned.
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PLAYING GOD
Paul Carey Jones

Photo: David Price
I met my old lover
On the street last night
She seemed so glad to see me
I just smiled
And we talked about some old times
And we drank ourselves some beers
Still crazy after all these years
Oh, still crazy after all these years
© Paul Simon
Opera. Sometimes it can’t live without you, and sometimes you’re a spare part.
This time tomorrow I’ll be in an opera rehearsal room. The last time I could say that was 11th
November 2021, nearly five months ago. Talking to colleagues, these accidental sabbaticals seem
to be a feature of post-pandemic life for singers, as the opera industry lurches asymmetrically into
some sort of reanimation.
For singers it’s always been that way, and a long stretch of neglect like this current one is merely
one extreme. I’ve done other things in the meantime, some of them I’ve enjoyed, some of them
have been well paid, some of them have been sincerely appreciated; sometimes even all three.
And then, just when you’re feeling it might be time to move on, the old seducer comes calling, and
you find yourself falling for his old routine. He needs you. You’re special. Only you can make him
feel this way.
Many singers have described the last couple of years as traumatic. Deep down I think it’s the
trauma of realising your entire career has been a relationship with a narcissistic psychopath, who
wooed you with flattery and love-bombing, made you feel like the centre of his universe; he
inspired you to neglect friends, family, the chance of a normal life to focus on him and him alone.
Only now does the penny drop that he doesn’t give a shit about you, about anyone other than
himself. And yet here we are, together again at the last chance saloon.
Still crazy after all these years.
Machynlleth, August 2015. I’m sitting in the bar of The Wynnstay hotel, having a drink with John
Tomlinson. He’s just sung Winterreise at Julius Drake’s festival up the road. Julius had the
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Steinway lid open on the full stick that day. Other patrons are recognising John – it’s hard not to –
and approaching him, tentatively. John has that effect on people. What’s fascinating is that by and
large they aren’t asking him questions, this endless mine of knowledge and legends. No, they’re
telling him things, sharing stories of times he’s entered their lives, in an almost confessional
manner. I imagine it’s how they might react if they were granted a five minute audience with God.
John, as I say, has that effect on people. He is listening politely and sympathetically, occasionally
being allowed to interject with appreciation and gratitude: very much as his audience may well
hope the Almighty Himself might listen to their intercessions. It’s easy to see why people love John
Tomlinson.
Tomorrow morning I’ll be taking my first steps as Wotan in his third incarnation, rebranding himself
in Siegfried as “The Wanderer” as a result of trauma-induced Dissociative Identity Disorder.
(Maybe. I’m not a trained psychiatrist.) It’s a thrilling and terrifying prospect. A fellow cast member
messaged me last night asking how it is that he’s been working on his role for several years and
still feels woefully underprepared. I tell him that’s a good feeling; the time to start worrying is the
moment when you start to feel you know it. The goal is to survive, to reach the top of the
mountain; the nuances and polish can wait till the next time. You can have it all planned out, but
everyone has a plan until they get punched in the mouth, as Mike Tyson succinctly pointed out.
The first time you put it under fire with live ammunition, Wagner punches you in all sorts of places;
and the first time it happens, it comes as a shock.
So, never do anything for the first time. That’s especially true of big Wagner roles. Last year I was
one of several singers around the world making their debut as Wotan in Die Walküre. There’s a
shared bond between those who have climbed that mountain – you can’t really understand the
burden that comes with it until you’ve carried it yourself. All you can do is set your own targets and
judge for yourself how close you’ve come to hitting them. Some people will love what you do with
the role and hail you as the saviour of mankind and the Next Big Thing; others will feel you weren’t
what they were expecting at all and question your choice of career.
Everyone creates God in their own image. Or at the very least, has their own idea of what God
looks like, sounds like, how God should make them feel. Any iconic role carries with it a weight of
prior incarnations and the preconceptions that audiences and critics build around those. But
Wotan is different: those preconceptions carry a far heavier load. People want God to exist, and
they want Him to fill a void in a particular way. You, as a pale earthly imitation, either will or you
won’t, but there’s not a lot you can do about it other than to walk your own path up the mountain.
I’ve been reading some of the reviews from last summer, now that I’m allowed to and haven’t had
anything much better to do. You can find the shiny ones on my website, because that’s where the
shiny ones belong. Down here we can take more time to look at three which aren’t so pluggable
but which struck a chord nonetheless.
Richard Morrison in The Times was a bit so-so about my Wotan, although he liked the singing side
of things (singers will forgive critics a lot if they’re nice about the singing). He wrote that he found
the interpretation “a bit professorial”. I quite like this as a comment – it’s absolutely what I was
going for, that Wotan is a driven intellectual, a self-made man and the smartest guy in the room at
Walhall when we first meet him in Rheingold. The idea is to make his descent into blind posttraumatic grief-driven rage far steeper and more acutely tragic, and that should continue to pay
dividends in this next instalment. It’s interesting to read a response which essentially says “I
understood what he was setting out to do, and I didn’t like it”. That’s totally fine by me and it comes
with the territory.
Next here’s Katie Barnes writing for Harmony magazine: “His nervous gesture as she (Fricka) bore
down upon him, realising that he was not wearing a tie and knowing that she was going to nag
him for it, said everything about the state of their marriage.” I think this is my all-time favourite
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observation from a critic. In that confrontation with his wife in Act II of Walküre, Fricka must be the
audience’s focus for it to work. If the singer playing Wotan undermines that, he’ll suffer later on
since he needs a whole procession of Fricka’s arguments to hit home for his overall journey to
make sense. So whatever Wotan does, it has to be theatrically quite underplayed. This was made
harder for us because of the pandemic-induced straitjacket in which we were working: Fricka was
centre stage, but a long way back with the full string section between her and the auditorium.
Wotan meanwhile was socially distanced all the way downstage right. Covid safety regulations
meant that neither of us was allowed to move from our mark. For those sitting in the left hand side
of the stalls in particular, I was several metres closer to them, and for a few even eclipsing their
view of the brilliant Madeleine Shaw (whose performance was so powerful that I woke up a few
mornings during rehearsals from cold sweat dreams about my ex-wife). On the other hand, you
can’t just stand there, and Wotan realising, too late, that he was underdressed for this summit
meeting was a detail that we built in, small enough that it wouldn’t upstage the central figure in that
scene, but hopefully clear enough that it painted a picture if anyone happened to be looking my
way at that point. One person was, so full marks and a bullseye to Katie Barnes, who is now my
favourite critic and the rest will just have to live with that.
Finally, there's a post online from the Japanese blogger 'Urotado', who had seen Longborough’s
broadcast of one of our performances on YouTube. If you can find the whole post via a web
search then I’ll leave you to enjoy the idiosyncrasies of how Google Translate deals with the
Japanese language, but here’s their description of my singing: “There is also a part that sounds
like incorporating old musical instrument technology. Instead of adding an accent to the beginning,
it’s a way to enter a little lightly and inflate your voice. How to make the sound melt into the space
instead of making the outline of the outline stand out.” Even with what’s lost in translation, that’s
such an elegant description of how Wagnerian legato is supposed to work. So often singers get
misled by Wagner’s great big fortissimo chords at the start of a phrase, get sucked into trying to
compete with the sheer volume of sound, not noticing that Wagner has also brought the orchestra
down to a lucid pianissimo by the second or third beat of the phrase. Assuming that you have a
skilful conductor in charge, that’s where the singer does their stuff, but for that to happen they
mustn’t have blown their whole wad on the downbeat.
So here we go again. I’m packing my work bag for rehearsal, trying to remember what goes in
there, trying to remember what and when I need to eat and drink and stretch and rest today.
During lockdown, we all had to face the question of who we are when we’re not opera singers;
what’s the point of opera singers when there’s no opera to sing? Today I’m trying to remember
who I am, how to find that person, whether that person even still exists any more.
She said why don’t we both
Just sleep on it tonight
And I believe in the morning
You’ll begin to see the light
And then she kissed me
And I realized she probably was right
There must be fifty ways
To leave your lover
© Paul Simon
Still crazy after all these years. See you in the morning.
Paul Carey Jones’ recent book "Giving It Away: Classical Music in
Lockdown and other fairytales" is available now in paperback, Kindle,
and new audiobook and hardback editions from Amazon sites
worldwide. For more details and a link to your nearest retailer visit:
www.paulcareyjones.net/buy
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DISCOVERING MUSIC
Dave May

When I was seven in about 1942 air raids were a thing of the past until later when the V weapons
came along and each night before bed I was given a digestive biscuit and a cup of Ovaltine for my
supper. One night the radio was on and there was some lovely music playing so I nibbled
tentatively at the biscuit and sipped the drink, until suddenly the music stopped. I was startled as I
had been enjoying the music so much, when to my delight it started up again. I didn't know
anything about movements. This happened two or three times again until eventually I was hustled
off to bed.
The different tunes all stuck in my memory all night, all the next day and they're still there to this
day. After one of my violin lessons when I was fourteen I whistled them and asked my teacher
what they were. She told me that they all came from a piece called Harold in Italy by a composer
called Berlioz. For many years I ran the Berlioz Society website and he remains my second
favourite composer.
Like Ian Slater, I attended Latymer Upper School in Hammersmith. The leader of the school
orchestra told me of these two composers who wrote symphonies that went on forever: Bruckner
and Mahler. When he left school I became leader but I only got around to investigating them in
1953, a busy school year for me with both higher level and state scholarship exams. Attending
Latymer meant that I could join Hammersmith Public Library, which had a gramophone records
section.
The only Mahler or Bruckner symphony not out on loan was Mahler 5, so I borrowed this (in a
stout cardboard box), on ten 78rpm records. I put the stack of 78s on my automatic record
changer, started it playing and got on with my physics homework. As I finished this, I realised that
the last record had finished a minute or so ago. I turned over the stack of ten, started off the
second sides and got on with my maths homework. Again as I finished this, I realised the last
record had finished a few minutes previously. None of it had made any impression on me that I
could remember.
A fortnight later I realised that the records were due back the next day, so I thought that I should
listen to them properly. The result was a revelation, as, one after the other, all those themes that
had been floating around in my brain for fourteen days appeared in order. On that day, Mahler
became my favourite composer.
To hear The Orgy of the Brigands:
Ctrl + Click: https://youtu.be/h_iRq5QBfoM
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A CONDUCTOR’S SUMMER IN BAYREUTH
Roger Lee

Conductor Peter Selwyn has agreed to share his experience of working at the 2022 Bayreuth
Festival this summer with readers of Harmony.
He will spend over five weeks working as Musical Assistant on the new Ring Cycle, conducted by
the Finn Pietari Inkinen and directed by Valentin Schwarz. He will give an insight into the daily life
of Bayreuth in rehearsal mode, reporting on the work in the rehearsal room in preparation for the
new Ring, giving his impression of the atmosphere on the 'Green Hill', in the famous canteen, in
the town, and draw some comparisons between Bayreuth now and twenty years ago, when he last
worked there from 2000-2002 on the millennial Ring Cycle.
Peter has worked at some of the world’s great opera houses, conducting over 60 operas during
the last 25 years, for companies including Opera North, Welsh National Opera, English Touring
Opera, Opera Holland Park, and at the Staatstheater Nürnberg, where for six years he worked as
Kapellmeister and Head of Music. He has worked regularly on the music staff of the Royal Opera
over the last thirty years, and he has also assisted at ENO, at the opera houses in Hamburg, Oslo
and Strasbourg, and for the Aldeburgh and Bregenz Festivals. In addition to Bayreuth, he has
worked on Ring Cycles at ROH, Nuremberg, Strasbourg, Longborough, and with the LPO.
He returns from Bayreuth to conduct Siegfried and Götterdämmerung, in the reduction by
Jonathan Dove and Graham Vick, as the conclusion of the Ring Saga for the Grimeborn Festival
at Hackney Empire on August 6th and 7th (see page 16).
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